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QUESTION 1

You need to configure Stream Analytics to meet the POV requirements. 

What are two ways to achieve the goal? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. From IoT Hub, create a custom event hub endpoint, and then configure the endpoint as an input to Stream Analytics. 

B. Create a Stream Analytics module, and then deploy the module to all IoT Edge devices in the fleet. 

C. Create an input in Stream Analytics that uses the built-in events endpoint of IoT Hub as the source. 

D. Route telemetry to an Azure Blob storage custom endpoint, and then configure the Blob storage as a reference input
for Stream Analytics. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

 

QUESTION 2

You have 1,000 IoT devices that connect to an Azure IoT hub. 
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Each device has a property tag named city that is used to store the location of the device. 

You need to update the properties on all the devices located at an office in the city of Seattle as quickly as possible. Any
new devices in the Seattle office that are added to the IoT hub must receive the updated properties also. 

What should you do? 

A. From Automatic Device Management, create an IoT device configuration. 

B. From the IoT hub, generate a query for the target devices. 

C. Create a scheduled job by using the IoT Hub service SDKs. 

D. Deploy an Azure IoT Edge transparent gateway to the Seattle office and deploy an Azure Stream Analytics edge job. 

Correct Answer: A 

Automatic device management in Azure IoT Hub automates many of the repetitive and complex tasks of managing large
device fleets. With automatic device management, you can target a set of devices based on their properties, define a
desired configuration, and then let IoT Hub update the devices when they come into scope. This update is done using
an automatic device configuration or automatic module configuration, which lets you summarize completion and
compliance, handle merging and conflicts, and roll out configurations in a phased approach. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/iot-hub/iot-hub-automatic-device-management 

 

QUESTION 3

You have an Azure loT hub that has 500 registered devices. 

You need to send device twin change events to Azure Service Bus in real time 

Which blade of the loT hub should you configure? 

A. Events 

B. Metrics 

C. Message routing 

D. Diagnostic settings 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

HOTSPOT 

You are planning a proof of concept (POC) that will use an Azure IoT hub. 

You have two self-signed client authentication certificates named Cert1 and Cert2. Cert1 has a basic constraint that
contains Subject Type=CA. Cert2 has a basic constraint that contains Subject Type=End Entity. 

You need to identify which certificates to use. 
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What should you identify? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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Box 1: Cert2 only Cert2: The leaf certificate, or end-entity certificate, identifies the certificate holder. It has the root
certificate in its certificate chain as well as zero or more intermediate certificates. The leaf certificate is not used to sign
any other certificates. It uniquely identifies the device to the provisioning service and is sometimes referred to as the
device certificate. 

Box 2: Cert1 only Cert1: A root certificate is a self-signed X.509 certificate representing a certificate authority (CA). It is
the terminus, or trust anchor, of the certificate chain. Root certificates can be self-issued by an organization or
purchased from a root certificate authority. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/iot-dps/concepts-x509-attestation 

 

QUESTION 5

DRAG DROP 

You have an Azure IoT solution that includes an Azure IoT hub. 

You receive a root certification authority (CA) certificate from the security department at your company. 

You need to configure the IoT hub to use the root CA certificate. 

Which four actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to
the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 
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Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/bs-latn-ba/azure/iot-hub/iot-hub-security-x509-get-started 
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